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I.  OVERVIEW 
 
Reverse distribution, more commonly known as product recall, is a means of retrieving a 

product from the consumer.  Recalling a product from consumers is not a practice companies intend 
to incur, yet recall planning is essential for any company who produces goods. 

Why are products recalled?  There can be various reasons.  The main reason is to save people 
from injury or death caused by potentially harmful products.  Product recalls also encourage 
companies to produce safer products and can educate the public on the proper ways to use 
products.1 A recall can be ordered by a government agency or initiated by the manufacturer to 
avoid future liability issues.  Recall action can also be brought based on improper labeling or 
advertising of products.2 

The following study will provide an outline of the principal components of a recall strategy, as 
well as the major government agencies involved with product recalls. Ten specific cases of product 
recall will be presented: five voluntary and five forced.  Finally, there will be a brief discussion of 
recall insurance options that are available to businesses. 
 
 
 A.  PRODUCT RECALL PLANNING 
 

Every company should have a product recall plan in place before the need arises.  Planning 
ahead is the key determinant of a successful recall. First, someone in top-level management should 
be given the responsibility of forming a product recall plan.  This person should prepare a company 
handbook or manual that outlines in detail the procedures for handling a recall.3  Next, the top-level 
                                                                 
*  Associate Dean and Professor of Marketing, College of Business, Lamar University 
**  Professor of Business Law, College of Business,  Lamar University 
1  CONSUMER PROD. SAFETY COMM’N, OFFICE OF INFO. & AND PUB. AFFAIRS, CPSC WORKS WITH INDUSTRY TO 

RECALL HARMFUL PRODUCTS: REPAIR, REPLACE AND REFUND PROGRAMS SAVE LIVES, available at  
http://www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub/pubs/success/recall.html (last modified May 5, 1996). 
2  A.V. Riswadkar, Contingency Plans Needed for Product-Recall Crises, 100 N’TL UNDERWRITER, April 1996, at 
7. 
3 Craig N. Smith, R. J. Thomas, & John A. Quelch,  A Strategic Approach to Managing Product Recalls, HARV. BUS. 
REV., Sept.-Oct. 1966, at 105. 
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manager should identify key personnel to form a “recall response team.” In the event that a recall 
becomes necessary, the team should first determine the severity of the situation. Then, they should 
assess the type and size of recall response that will be necessary, including how to handle the 
physical reverse distribution if necessary. The different types of recalls may include: full, selective, 
repair, optional, product modification, exchange, refund, and any other product-specific form of 
recall.4  The size of the recall can be determined if proper documentation is in place.  Serial 
numbers can help track the source of the defect as well as the customers who may be involved.  If 
the cause of the defect can be identified, serial numbers will allow the company to trace the 
locations or lots involved, which should draw a line to all customers and exact products that should 
be included in the recall.5 

Timing is of great importance in recall decisions, however, companies must be careful not to 
act too quickly.6 They must remember that, “issuing a recall amounts to admitting there is a 
problem.”7 Everyone related to the company and product involved in the recall should be given 
adequate and up-to-date information.8  It must also be noted that competitors can use the recall to 
their advantage, and should be monitored closely.9 

Once a recall strategy has been put into place, there must be some way to bring it to an end.  
The recall team should set a certain percentage of returned products as its goal before recall efforts 
can be halted.  Arrangements for handling returned products after recall efforts have been shut 
down should also be made.  Rewards should be given to employees and outside participates who 
go beyond the call of duty, even though they may be burdened by the recall.10 

Every company that experiences a product recall should also assess the economic impact.  This 
includes: 

Investigational costs related to plant visits, employee interviews, engineering tests 
and equipment tests. 
Loss of product inventory within control of the company and all inventory recalled 
from market circulation. 
Product transportation, storage, and necessary inventory destruction costs. 
Cleanup at company and customer facilities. 
Cost of correcting the problem, such as automobile part reinstallation or 
reinstallation of products  in commercial buildings. 
Advertising needed to explain the company’s response to the public and to restore 
product or  brand image. 
Outside public relations costs, including special promotions or consumer incentive 
programs to re-establish the product. 
Lost sales by both customers and the company; money spent to “buy back” 

                                                                 
4  Id. at 106. 
5  Riswadkar, supra  note 2, at 30. 
6  Smith, Thomas & Quelch, supra  note 3, at 106. 
7  Id. at 107. 
8  Id.  
9  Id. at 109. 
10 Id. 
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customers, including  payment for shelf space to maintain distribution at retail 
outlets. 
Outside legal costs, including fines, penalties or settlement of lawsuit. Ultimate 
product redesign necessitated by the recall.11 

In addition to an economic evaluation, the overall impact of the recall on the company should be 
assessed.  Lessons learned should be discussed and applied in future product development, 
product testing, and recall planning.12 

 
 

 B.  GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 
 

There are five major federal agencies responsible for prompting and overseeing product 
recalls:  the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),  the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA)  and the Department of Agriculture (USDA). 
 
 
 1. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

 
 The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is an independent federal regulatory 
agency that was created by Congress in 1972 through the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA). 
Congress directed the CPSC  to “protect the public against unreasonable risks of injuries and 
deaths associated with consumer products.”13  The CPSC has jurisdiction over 15,000 types of 
consumer products. Under the CPSA, businesses are required to report unsafe products.  The law 
states: 

Every manufacturer of a consumer product distributed in  commerce, and every 
distributor and retailer of such product, who obtains information which reasonably 
supports the conclusion that such product – 
(1) fails to comply with an applicable consumer product safety rule or with a 

voluntary consumer product safety standard upon which the [CPSC] has 
relied. . . .; 

(2) contains a defect which could create a substantial product hazard. . . .; or 
(3) creates an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death, 
shall immediately inform the [CPSC] of such failure to comply , of such defect, or 
of such risk, unless such manufacturer, distributor, or retailer has actual knowledge 
that the [CPSC] has been adequately informed of such defect, failure to comply, or 
such risk.14 

                                                                 
11  Greg Higgins & Shellie Landa, Look Thoroughly for Recall Coverage, BUS. INS., Jan. 26, 1998, at 13.  
12  CONSUMER PROD. SAFETY COMM’N, WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO, HOW WE CAN HELP, available at 

http://www/cpsc.gov/cpscpub/pubs/103.html  (last visited July 31, 2000). 
13   Id. 
14  15 U.S.C.A § 2064(b) (West 1998). 
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The CPSC works to reduce the risk of injuries and deaths from consumer products by: 
developing voluntary standards with industry 
issuing and enforcing mandatory standards; 
banning consumer products if no feasible standard would adequately protect the 
public; 
obtaining the recall products or arranging for their repair; 
conducting research on potential product hazards; 
Informing and educating consumers through the media, state and local  
governments, private organizations, and by responding to consumer inquiries.15 

The CPSC is divided into three regional centers with field offices located in the major cities 
within each region.  To report unsafe consumer products to the CPSC consumers can contact the 
agency at 1-800-638-2772, or access them online at <http:www.cpsc.gov>. 

 
2.  FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

 
It is the responsibility of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to ensure that food and 

medicine are safe. In addition to food and drugs, the FDA ensures that products such as cosmetics 
and medical devices, along with products that emit radiation, such as microwave ovens, are safe for 
the public.  Feed and drugs for animals also come under the FDA’s jurisdiction. 
 The FDA employs approximately 1,100 investigators and inspectors who monitor more than 
95,000 businesses.16  If a company is found violating any of the laws that the FDA enforces, the 
FDA encourages the firm to voluntarily correct the problem or to recall a faulty product from the 
market.  A recall is generally the fastest and most effective way to protect the public from an unsafe 
product. 

When a company cannot or will not correct a public health problem with one of its 
products voluntarily, FDA has legal sanctions it can bring to bear.  The agency can 
go to court to force a company to stop selling a product and to have items already 
produced seized and destroyed.  When warranted, criminal penalties-including 
prison sentences-are sought against manufacturers and distributors.  About 3,000 
products a year are found to be unfit for consumers and are withdrawn from the 
marketplace either by voluntary recall or by court-ordered seizure.  In addition, 
about 30,000 import shipments a year are detained at the port of entry because the 
goods appear to be unacceptable.17 

Scientists take samples of food to see if any substances, such as pesticides, are present at 
unacceptable levels.  If contaminants are identified, the FDA takes corrective action.  When a 
company recalls a product or is forced to by court order, the FDA may be involved in the process 
along with many other federal agencies. 

                                                                 
15   CONSUMER PROD. SAFETY COMM’N,  supra note 12. 
16   FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., AN OVERVIEW, at http://www.fda.gov  (last modified Oct. 15, 1995). 
17   Id. 
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3.  FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
 

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is another governmental agency concerned with 
implementing product recalls.  The FTC was created by the Federal Trade Commission Act of 
1914.18 It utilizes investigative, enforcement, adjudicative, and rule-making powers through the 
guidelines and laws of the Federal Trade Commission Act and Clayton Act.19 

Within the FTC, the Bureau of Consumer Protection houses the Division of  Marketing 
Practices.20 The Division of Marketing Practice focuses on “health and safety problems or 
mechanical defects in major consumer products,” among other things.21  This includes product 
recall issues. 

Formal investigations by the FTC can be prompted by consumers, businesses, Congress, or 
the media.22 After performing an investigation, if the FTC concludes that the law has been 
disregarded, either a consent order or an administrative complaint is filed.  A consent order is an 
agreement between the FTC and the company in question, in which the company voluntarily agrees 
to terminate the activity defined in the  FTC’s complaint.  An administrative complaint serves as the 
basis for a hearing that is conducted with the FTC.  It may lead to a cease and desist order which 
forces the company to stop the activities deemed illegal by the FTC.23 The Federal Trade 
Commission is divided into ten regional offices to serve and inform the public.24    

 
 

 4.  NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 
 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) creates and enforces 
standards involving automobile safety.  This includes performing vehicle crash tests, providing 
information to the public about vehicles and vehicle-related products, recalling automobiles and 
child safety seats, and much more.25 The NHTSA writes the safety rules for vehicles, such as the 
requirements for seat belts, bumpers, windshields, and air bags.26  The NHTSA tests vehicles and 
vehicle-related products according to the requirements it establishes, and in the event that a product 

                                                                 
18 PHILIP KOTLER,  MARKETING MANAGEMENT: ANALYSIS, PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION,           
AND CONTROL (1980).  
19 FEDERAL TRADE COMM’N,  A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMM’N INVESTIGATIVE AND      
LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY, at  http://www.ftc.gov/ogc/brfovrvw.htm (last modified Apr. 1998). 
20  FEDERAL TRADE COMM’N, BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION, at  http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/bcp.htm (last modified 
June 17, 1999). 
21  FEDERAL. TRADE COMM’N, DIV. OF MKTG. PRACTICES , at http:www/ftc.gov/bcp/bcpmp/htm (last modified June 
17, 1999). 
22  FEDERALTRAD COMM’N, HOW THE FTC BRINGS ACTION, at http://www.ftc.gov/ftc/action.htm (last modified May 20, 
1998). 
23  Id. 
24  Id. 
25  NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., OUR COMMITMENT OF SERVING OUR CUSTOMERS, at   
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/nhtsa/whatis/customer/customer.html (last modified Nov. 14, 1996). 
26  Sandra Dallas, Learning How Cars Kill U, BUS. WEEK , May 5, 1997, at 30D. 
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fails the requirements, it is the NHTSA that requests a recall from the company and assists the 
company in publicizing the recall.27  

The NHTSA was established by the Highway Safety Act of 1970 as an agency under the 
Department of Transportation.  It is responsible for the safety laws and programs set forth under the 
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, the Highway Safety Act of 1966, and the 
Motor Vehicle Information and Cost  Savings Act of 1972.28  The current NHTSA administrator, 
Ricardo Martinez, believes that it is the NHTSA’s responsibility to save lives, therefore, the agency 
studies simulated and actual automobile collisions to create the product specifications with which 
companies must comply.29 

The NHTSA Auto Safety Hotline is available at 1-800-424-9393 or can be accessed online 
at <http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov> for information about vehicle and vehicle related product recalls.30 
 
 5. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
 

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) touches the lives of 260 million 
Americans every day, plus billions of people worldwide. The USDA is designed to protect 
customers.  Its jobs include keeping foreign plant and animal diseases out of the United States, 
improving food safety, and much more.31 

For example, the USDA is known for its food grading system which is used in international 
agricultural commerce. “Grain buyers in Russia, cotton traders in Belgium, produce dealers in New 
York City, meat wholesalers in Los Angeles, and shoppers in supermarkets everywhere . . . all rely 
on USDA grades to determine value.”32 A consumer can be assured that a Grade A egg is a Grade 
A egg in any city.  USDA inspectors also make sure that the meat and poultry are safe.  Inspectors 
at entry points keep into the United States keep out thousands of foreign diseases and pests, which 
could otherwise destroy America’s agriculture as well as its environment.  Since visual inspection 
cannot detect some of the most dangerous food-borne contaminants, the USDA is developing 
quick and accurate ways to identify problems before they reach the consumer.33 

The USDA has created a special division referred to as the Food Safety and Inspection 
Service (FSIS). The FSIS issues recalls which are classified according to their potential danger to 
the public. Further, the FSIS oversees the recall process of companies in violation of its standards 
and helps to publicize the recalls to consumers.34 

                                                                 
27  NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., supra note 25. 
28   NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC  SAFETY ADMIN., ABOUT THE NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., at  

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/nhtsa/whatis/overview/ (last visited Aug. 10, 2000). 
29   NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFICSAFETY ADMIN., supra  note 25. 
30   Id. 
31  U.S. DEPT. OF AGRIC., VISITOR INFORMATION CENTER,  at http://www.usda.gov/visitor.visitor.htm  (last visited July 
31, 2000). 
32  Id. 
33  Id. 
34  See <http:www.foodsafety.gov>  (visited July 19, 2000). 
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II.  VOLUNTARY RECALLS: CASE STUDIES IN COMPLIANCE 
 
 
 A.  ENESCO CORPORATION 
 

In cooperation with the CPSC, Enesco Corporation of Itasca, Illinois voluntary recalled the 
pom-poms from about 472,000 Precious Moments Tender Tails stuffed toys. The pom-poms on 
the toys could detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.  The CPSC and Enesco were 
aware of three reports of pom-poms detaching from these stuffed toys.  No injuries were reported. 

These stuffed toys included the Lady Bug (476080), Bee (464295), Butterfly (482234) and 
Reindeer (381969).  The pom-poms are the antennae on the heads of the lady bug, bee and 
butterfly toys.  The pom-poms are holiday ornaments on the antlers of the reindeer.  The item 
number can be found on the purple adoption registration attached to the stuffed toys.  The Tender 
Tails® toys are approximately sixinches long.  An attached label reads, in part, “TENDER 
TAILS,” ”by ENESCO” and “MADE IN CHINA.” 

Gift, card and collectible stores sold these stuffed toys nationwide from May 1998 through 
August 1999 for about $7. Consumers were alerted to immediately cut off the pom-poms from 
these stuffed toys. Consumers were advised to return the pom-poms along with their names, 
addresses and phone numbers to Enesco to receive a replacement toy.35 
 
 
 B.  PHEN-FEN 
 

The anti-obesity drug Phen-Fen was voluntarily recalled less than a year ago after studies 
showed that it may be related to heart-valve disease. Phen-Fen is a combination of the drugs 
fenfluramine, which increases the effectiveness of the brain’s serotonin to reduce cravings, and 
phentermine, which counter-acts the fatigue related with fenfluramine.36 The drug was produced by 
Interneuron Pharmaceuticals and Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories, a subsidiary of American Home 
Products, and the suspect drug was distributed in 85 countries to approximately 70 million 
people.37 

Questions about the drug combination were first brought to light in July of 1997 when studies 
performed at the Mayo Clinic showed a possible link between fenfluramine and valvular heart 
disease. These results prompted the FDA to request echocardiograms on some 291 Phen-Fen 
consumers. The test results showed valvular obstructions in ninety-two of the 291 Phen-Fen users, 
which was deemed unacceptable by the FDA. On September 15, 1997, Phen-Fen was voluntarily 
recalled subsequent to the FDA’s findings.38 

                                                                 
35 Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n,  CPSC and Enesco Corporation Announce Recall of Pom-Poms on Precious 
Moments Tender Tails Stuffed Toys, at http://www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub/prerel/prhtml99/99168.html (Sept. 2, 1999). 
36 Geoffery Cowley & Karen Springen, After Fen-Phen,  NEWSWEEK , Sept. 29, 1997, at 47. 
37 Kathryn M. Welling,  A Fate Worse Than Fat,  BARRON’S, Sept. 29, 1997, at 5. 
38  Crowley & Springen, supra  note 36, at 47. 
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The effects of this pharmaceutical recall have already shaken its producers and will continue to 
be felt for years to come through legal actions.  The recall cost American Home Products 
approximately $200 to $300 million, not including the lawsuits it faces. Class-action suits were 
already filed against the company during the same month the drug was recalled and many more are 
sure to follow.39 

Consumers express opinions on both sides of the Phen-Fen recall issue. Some consumers 
immediately contacted their attorneys seeking redress for their injuries, while others still desired the 
product. This raises the question of informed consent:   should people be allowed the choice to 
accept the risks that may be associated with the product and is government being overly protective? 
 One Phen-Fen patient summed up the dilemma by saying, “if the treatment killed me, at least I 
would fit in my coffin.”40 
 
  

C. FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
 

It was the story of the week when the headlines read: “Ford Vehicle Recall” and every news 
station was broadcasting the story.  Ford Aerostar vans and other Ford vehicles were being 
recalled for faulty ignition switches that could start fires in the steering columns of certain vehicles.  
The recall affected all consumers owning a “1989-90 Ford Escort, 1989-91 Ford Mustang, 1990-
91 Thunderbird or Cougar, 1988-89 Crown Victoria or Grand Marquis, 1989 Lincoln Town Car, 
1990 Bronco or F-Series Pick-Up, or 1989-91 Ford Aerostar Van.”41 

The existence of the faulty switch and the possibility of it short-circuiting had been known for 
some time, but the recall was not immediately initiated.  Some of the delay may have been due to 
the low level of awareness among distributors and consumers, and the lack of public pressure.  All 
of this soon changed with the news of a Ford Aerostar going up in flames while parked and turned 
off.  The fire spread to a local daycare forcing the evacuation of dozens of young children. From 
this event, the  media learned of a three-year history of steering column fires which may have been 
caused by manufacturer defect.42  In 1995, Ford announced the voluntary recall of the 2,370,029 
vehicles, under the supervision of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.43  The recall 
required half an hour for each replacement and cost Ford an estimated $25 million.44 Under federal 
law, safety problems such as this must be remedied without cost to customers. 
 
 D.  GOODMAN MANUFACTURING/HTPV PIPES 
 

Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P., a firm based in Houston, Texas announced the 
voluntary recall of 8,000 mid-efficiency gas furnaces due to a defect in the high-temperature plastic 

                                                                 
39  Id. 
40  Id. at 48. 
41 Ross McLaughlin, ITV Story of the Week: Ford Recall  (Nov. 28, 1995). 
42  Id. 
43  National Highway Traffic Safety Admin., Fourth Quarter Motor Vehicle Recalls, News Release 1 (Feb. 12, 1996). 
44  McLaughlin, supra  note 41. 
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vent pipe (HTPV).  The vent, used to ventilate carbon monoxide out of homes, was susceptible to 
cracking and corrosion, which could lead to the possibility of unsafe levels of gas in the home. The 
pipe, however, was not manufactured by Goodman, but by its suppliers.  Therefore, the CPSC 
coordinated an industry-wide recall of the product.  The agency conducted mediation among 
twenty-seven participant manufacturers of HTPV pipes and manufacturers of natural gas or 
propane-fired boilers and mid-efficiency furnaces.  

This was the first time that the CPSC had used a mediator to bring together all segments of an 
industry to implement a program for the benefit of consumers.45 Consumers who owned a 
Goodman furnace could have the pipe replaced with no charge for labor or materials.  In addition, 
Goodman agreed  to replace the entire furnace and vent with a new, high-efficiency Goodman 
furnace and suitable vent for only the manufacturer’s price, and with no charge for labor, associated 
materials, or dealer mark-up.  Even though very little blame can be placed on Goodman 
Manufacturing for the defect, it recognized the importance of customer safety. It also seized an 
opportunity to improve its company’s reputation through the undesirable recall situation by going the 
extra distance to reassure their customers. 

The furnaces involved in this recall were sold between 1994 and 1996.  Most furnaces 
installed in the southwest  are vented with double wall sheet-metal pipe, and not with the HTPV 
pipe described in this recall. Consumers with questions can contact Goodman at 1-800-394-8084, 
or can contact the CPSC. 
 
 
 E.  LEVI STRAUSS & COMPANY  
 
 From 1996 to 1997, Levi Strauss & Company, in cooperation with the CPSC, announced 
several recalls including: 3,000 Little Levi’s Koveralls and Shortalls;46 57,000 fleece fabric shirts; 
over 34,000 Levi’s Jeans for Women, junior-sized sweatshirts; 86,000 Levi’s girls’ dresses.47  
Each of the recalls was due to different circumstances, but all were done in an effort to prevent the 
possibility of injury. 

The snap fasteners on the inside legs of the koveralls and shortalls were not adequately 
attached to the material and could pose a choking hazard to small children.48 The recall involving the 
fleece fabric shirts surrounded a flammable cotton/polyester blend material, known as Sherpa. The 
fabric garments “failed to meet federal mandatory standards for fabric flammability and may ignite 
readily and present a serious risk to burn injuries in violation of the federal Flammable Fabrics Act.  
Fabrics that do not comply with the standard typically burn faster than newspaper.”49 
                                                                 
45 Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n,  CPSC, Goodman Announce A Recall to Replace HTPV, at 
http://www.cpsc.gov/cpcspub/prerel/prhtm198/98073.html (Feb. 24, 1998). 
46 Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n,  News from CPCS, CPSC and Levis Strauss Announce Infant and Toddler 
Koversall and Shortfall Recall, at http://www.cpsc.gov/cpcspub/prerel/prhtm197/97050.html (Dec. 20, 1996). 
47  Id. 
48  Id. 
49  Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n,  News from CPCS, CPSC and Levis Strauss & Co. Announce Recall of 
Garments Made From a Flammable Fleece Fabric, at http://www.cpsc.gov/cpcspub/prerel/prhtm197/97121.html 
(May 14, 1997). 
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Consumers were instructed to stop using all of the recalled garments immediately and return 
them to the store where purchased for a full refund of between $25 and $40.  The voluntary recall 
by Levi Strauss and Company cost the company an estimated $5 million.50 However, the company 
was able to hold on to its reputation as being a reliable investment   by implementing the recall 
before any injuries were sustained by its customers. 
 
 
 F.  BINKY NEWBORN ORTHODONTIC PACIFIERS 
 

The CPSC and Binky-Griptight of Wallington, New Jersey, voluntarily recalled about 13,000 
Binky Newborn Orthodontic Pacifiers.  If the pacifiers cracked in the knob-well, the nipple could 
detach from the shield presenting a choking hazard to children.  The recall was the result of six 
complaints of separation, but no injuries.51 

With this recall came a catch. After the investigation by the CPSC, Binky-Griptight, Inc. 
agreed to pay a civil penalty of $150,000 to settle allegations that it failed to report the defect with 
the pacifiers as required by the Consumer Product Safety Act. The company was accused of 
obtaining sufficient information to conclude that the pacifiers contained a defect which could create 
a substantial product hazard, and that they created an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death 
without notifying the CPSC. Although the fine was paid, the company denied knowingly violating 
any such reporting requirements.52  Not only did Binky-Griptight forfeit thousands of dollars in 
profit, it also lost reliability points in consumers’ eyes.  This loss of profit and respect is subject to 
lead to continued loss of profit over time. 

 
 
 III.  FORCED PRODUCT RECALLS: CASE STUDIES IN NON COMPLIANCE 
 
 
 A.  MODEL 1  INC. AND CREATIVE TALENT MANAGEMENT, INC. 
 

Two modeling agencies accused of using deceptive marketing tactics have agreed to forgive $3 
million in payments owed by consumers. The FTC accused Model 1 Inc. of Tyson’s Corner, 
Virginia, and Creative Talent Management, Inc. of Vienna, Virginia, of misrepresenting their abilities 
to get lucrative jobs for consumers who contracted for their training classes. 

The commission alleged in May complaints that the companies also falsely represented 
themselves as selectively scouting for models and actors when in fact all candidates who made 
deposits were accepted. Under a consent order filed September 10, 1990, in the United States 
District Court for the District of Virginia, the companies are prohibited from misrepresenting that 

                                                                 
50  Id. 
51  Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n, News from CPSC,  CPSC and Binky-Griptight Announce Pacifier Recall, at 
http://www.cpsc.gov/cspcpub/prerel/prhtml97/97058.html (Feb. 15, 1996). 
52  Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n, News from CPSC, Binky-Griptight Inc. to Pay $150,000 Civil Penalty, at  
http://www.cpsc.gov/cspcpub/prerel/prhtml98/98115.html (May 21, 1998). 
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they can help consumers get high-paying modeling or acting jobs or that they have expertise to 
assess their marketability. 

The companies also agreed to refrain from promoting or offering screen tests as part of other 
services, such as modeling classes. The settlement prohibits the companies from collecting 
outstanding payments of approximately about $3 million from consumers who signed up for training 
courses but  who had not attended any classes. 

The companies also must post a $500,000 bond before they can sell acting or modeling 
classes again and must refund approximately $200,000 to consumers who signed up for screen 
tests after May 31.53 

 
 

 B.  HUDSON FOODS 
 

The forced recall of Hudson Foods’ beef products made national news. Between July and 
August of 1997, eighteen people were infected with the potentially fatal E.Coli 0157:H7 bacteria.54 
The bacteria was traced to hamburger patties produced by Hudson Foods’ Columbus, Nebraska 
plant.  The USDA forced Hudson Foods to recall 20,000 pounds of beef on August 12, 1997. The 
recall grew to 1.2 million pounds on August 15, 1997.  This eventually grew even more to an 
astonishing 25 million pounds of recalled beef,55  the largest such recall in history.56  The reason for 
the growing size of the recall was inadequate record-keeping by Hudson Foods. Because its 
records were unclear, the company could not pinpoint the source  and distribution of the 
contaminated lots to the satisfaction of government officials.  Because of the lax record keeping, 
more beef patties had to be recalled than were likely contaminated.57 

This largely publicized recall demolished Hudson Foods.  Upon the first notification of the 
recall Wal-Mart pulled all Hudson meats from 830 of its Superstores and Sam’s Clubs.  Burger 
King also immediately pulled Hudson meat which forced it to not serve hamburgers for a day.  
Burger King, Hudson’s largest customer,went even further and announced that it was cutting all 
relations with Hudson Foods.58 Hudson’s failure to act as swiftly cost the company its reputation 
and finally its business. It was just too late for Hudson Foods, even though USDA investigations 
ultimately showed that the E.Coli bacteria probably originated with an outside supplier and was 
present before the meat reached Hudson. Tyson Foods bought Hudson Foods in September of 
1977 for approximately $680 million.59 This E.Coli scare opened many doors to advocates for 
increased government regulation of the food industry.60 The Centers for Disease Control and 
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Prevention stated that, “Over 80 million estimated cases of food poisoning occur in the United 
States every year, affecting one in every 2.5 Americans,” and “food-borne illnesses kill more than 
10,000 people each year.”61 Microbial testing is necessary to discover bacteria such as E.Coli, but 
is not required by current law.62  Currently, new technology for the meat industry is being sought to 
prevent future disasters such as that related to Hudson Foods.63 
 
 C.  CENTRAL SPRINKLER COMPANY 
 

Another recent case of forced recall involved Omega fire sprinklers manufactured by Central 
Sprinkler Company. The CPSC filed a lawsuit March 4, 1998, asking for the nationwide recall of 
more than eight million sprinklers, which had been manufactured since 1982. The complaint alleged 
that the sprinklers were likely to fail during fires. The sprinklers failed to operate in six known 
incidents and in one of the fires alone, over $3 million in property damage occurred. The CPSC had 
no choice but to file an official complaint when “discussions failed to result in a voluntary recall and 
replacement plan acceptable to CPSC.”64 

Outside tests had been conducted on over 1,000 Omega sprinkler heads and the results show 
that they failed one-third of the time. Central Sprinkler Company disagreed and stated: “the Omega 
head works and has been successfully controlling fires for 15 years.” The company continues to 
fight the allegations, claiming to have invested over $5 million to personally test the sprinkler heads 
and inform consumers.65 It is obvious that the two sides disagree will continue to disagree.  

 
 D.  BLACK & DECKER  
 

Another example of involuntary recall involved the Black & Decker Spacemaker Optima 
Horizontal Toasters (T1000 Type I).  From 1994 through 1996, the company sold approximately 
224,000 of these toasters for a price of $50 to $69.  However, a defect exists in the design that can 
cause food to catch on fire. The design flaw is believed to be responsible for numerous reports of 
fire and some minor injuries. This finally led to the recall of the product on October 27, 1997.66 

While Black & Decker has had its share of experience with product recall, it did not implement 
an aggressive reverse distribution strategy. According to Kenneth E. Homes, former Black & 
Decker vice-president of marketing for household products, “A recall is the final analysis, a costly 
distraction from normal business routines caused by a failure in internal development and operating 
processes... But when the need arises, every possible effort is expended to execute a recall most 
effectively by acting quickly...”67 However, according to the CPSC, the toaster recall strategy 
proposed by Black & Decker, which offered a coupon to customers, was not acceptable.  The 
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company failed to include a video news release for televised news that would have demonstrated 
the potential for fire. Black & Decker argued that the proposed video exaggerated any potential 
danger and was unrealistic. 

After recall negotiations broke down, and the CPSC  filed suit.  The complaint alleged that the 
design of the toaster caused food to catch on fire. When a toast cycle is complete, the glass door 
on the front of the toaster opens automatically and the rack containing the food extends out. If food 
items ignite, the toaster could release the flames when the rack containing the food automatically 
extends. The complaint also alleged that when the toaster door opens, releasing the flames, fire can 
spread to the kitchen cabinets and their contents.68 
 
 E.  MONARCH TOWEL 
 

Monarch Towel Inc. sold bath robes and other related products exclusively on the Internet, 
through its web site at <http://www.kfn.com/monarch/index.ht>.  Monarch is linked on the web 
through the Kids Fashion Network (FSN).  Some of the children’s nightware sold by the firm had 
been found by the CPSC to be in violation of the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA).  The agency filed 
suit against the firm in federal court.  Monarch agreed on an out of court settlement with the agency 
and was assessed a $10 million civil penalty, even though it admitted no intentional violation of the 
FFA.  Further, the company had to cease and desist from manufacturing, selling, or distributing any 
of the children clothing named in the suit. 

Although the CPSC enforced the standards of children’s sleep wear under the FFA, Monarch 
towel company continues to sell and market its robes to the public.  In order for the firm to avoid 
the restrictions of the FFA, it simply changed the description from “sleepwear” to “children’s terry 
cover-ups.”  The firm posted this statement on its web site:  “PLEASE NOTE THAT 
MONARCH’S CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS DO NOT COMPLY WITH FEDERAL 
FLAMMABILITY REQUIREMENTS AND ARE THUS NOT INTENDED TO BE USED AS 
BATH ROBES.  THEY SHOULD BE MARKETED AND SOLD ONLY FOR BEACH AND 
POOL USE”69  Thus, Monarch continues to sell its products. 
 
 F.  HOUBA, INC./EL 1020 
 

One recent case of forced recall involving pharmaceutical drugs had a different twist.  In this 
recall, nothing was found to be wrong with the product itself, rather the labeling and marketing 
techniques used to sell the product were found to be unacceptable by the FDA. 

On March 2, 1998, the FDA demanded that Houba, Inc. terminate all manufacturing and 
marketing of EL 1020, an egg lipid food product used by AIDS patients. The product has not been 
proven to help people with AIDS, but the company was accused of directing its marketing efforts 
for EL 1020 at people with AIDS.  The FDA charged Houba of suggesting that EL 1020, “was 
intended to be used in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease,” giving way to the 
accusation that the product was marketed as a drug according to the Federal Food, Drug, and 
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Cosmetic Act.  The FDA went on to say that, “its labeling does not contain adequate directions for 
use...since the conditions for which it is offered are not amenable to self diagnosis and treatment by 
the laity.”70 

This action by the FDA caused concerns among members of the AIDS community.  FDA 
regulation of innovative drugs has always been a concern for AIDS patients, as it could be a matter 
of life and death in some circumstances.  Because of consumer attitude and since the product had 
no real potential to cause harm, the product did not have to be returned to Houba.  The company 
was simply forced to stop making the product until further FDA action is concluded.71 
 
 IV.  PRODUCT RECALL INSURANCE 
 

Product recall insurance is available to companies that sell consumer goods, but few 
companies retain such specific coverage.72  Most companies carry general product liability 
insurance which would cover some recalls in limited and extremely well-documented situations. The 
additional, specific product recall insurance covers recalls that are caused by other factors, and it 
usually appears in one of two forms:  product-tampering and/or accidental defect coverage.73 

Why would a company refuse product recall coverage?  The foremost explanation is the 
outrageous cost of the recall policies.74 A second potential reason for a company’s disinterest in the 
insurance may be the additional product-testing and safety requirements that insurance companies 
require of the insured company.75  Additionally, most large companies already have a product recall 
plan in place, which includes a budget for recalls.76  Most companies believe that through extensive 
internal testing and awareness, they can avoid the need for high-priced recall insurance. 
 
 V.  CONCLUSION 
 

A product recall presents a predicament that companies hope they will never have to 
encounter.  All companies should be aware of the government agencies that regulate their respective 
industries and should  know the standards and procedures with which they must comply.  Although 
proper testing and inspection can greatly reduce the risk of a product recall, companies should still 
have a detailed plan of action prepared in advance.  The result of improper or nonexistent recall 
strategies has proven to be dangerous and sometimes even deadly for a company.  As one 
commentator stated: “Overall, the choice is one of paying now for a well-tuned, debugged standby 
recall plan or paying more later in confusion, tarnished image and loss of customer confidence.”77 
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